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The Scottish Conservatives have condemned the SNP after its “grubby” attempt
to spread misinformation about Scotland’s fishing industry backfired today.

Nicola Sturgeon took to social media last night to claim a private letter
from the UK Government to the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation showed that
ministers were preparing to “sell out” fishing communities.

However, in a statement today, the SFF dismissed her allegations, insisting
that “any reading of this letter in full makes it clear that the UK
Government is committed to ensuring we exit the CFP”.

It added that UK Government ministers had made clear to them that the
government “shares the determination of the entire industry to seize this
opportunity to re-generate our coastal communities”.

Ruth is today demanding that the First Minister retracts her claims – and
explains why the SNP chose to put private correspondence between the SFF and
the UK Government into the public domain.

Speaking after she met fishing leaders in Peterhead, Scottish Conservative
leader Ruth Davidson said:

“Nicola Sturgeon’s grubby spin operation has been found out – and the SNP’s
scaremongering has been exposed for the trash it is.

“The First Minister’s hands are all over this – she took to social media to
whip up unfounded claims about the UK Government’s approach to our fishing
industry.

“Scotland’s fishing leaders have directly contradicted her to make it clear
they are satisfied with the UK Government’s approach.

“If Nicola Sturgeon has even a shred of decency, she will retract her
absurd claims.

“She also needs to explain why the SNP chose to put this private
correspondence between the SFF and the UK Government into the public domain.

“The only lesson we can draw from this is that the nationalists are panicking
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and are now resorting to amateur leaking and baseless spin in an attempt to
cling onto seats all over Scotland.

“Scots everywhere are increasingly seeing through the SNP.

“The Scottish Conservatives will lead Scotland’s fightback against the SNP –
and stand up to their unwanted plan for a second referendum.”


